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Influencer program

Generate awareness for the Southern brand 
within its target market.

Utilize outreach efforts as a testing ground 
for future initiatives.

Vet influencers for future sponsored 
engagements, content and recipe creation, 
etc. 

Program goals
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Influencer program

What we did

Pitched 46 spirits/cocktail 
influencers
Engaged a variety of influencers, ranging from nano to 
macro. Positioned engagement as:

- Opportunity to try the award-winning bourbon
- Residual goodwill brand promotion
- Temperature-taking for future partnership

Secured 27 influencers for gifting
59% response rate
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shipped 27 bottles
55% response rate
All positive feedback
All very willing to work with SDC in the future 

10 influencers posted
15 of 27 gave feedback, all positive
10 influencers posted = 2 IG posts, 8 IG stories, 1 TT Live
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FEEDBACK / REACTIONS

"I got the product a few days ago ~ thanks again, so 
dang delicious!  If possibly in the cards, open to 
discuss working together in any capacity you see fit: 
social media collaboration, photography or even 
recipe development." 
– @spiritandspoon

"I thought it was quite good and encourage you to enter it in 
the San Francisco World Spirits Competition this year!" 
– Jeffrey Morgenthaler

"So I received the Cask Strength Wheated Bourbon 
and am having some tonight. I absolutely love it. Very 
velvety mouthfeel and it's almost like a spiced 
chocolate taste. I'm a big fan of this." 
– @shake_and_stehr

“I was really impressed with it! For being cask strength 
it's incredibly smooth on both the nose and the palate 
and I'm able to enjoy the flavors without the alcohol 
being overwhelming. It's a great product!”
– @_valcohol

"The Southern Star is great. I'm actually using it in 
another partnership video because it's over proof."
– @cocktailsbyhawk

"The Southern Star has actually been sitting on my bar 
cart unopened since it arrived, so when I got your 
email I decided to remedy that immediately. I love the 
flavor and subtle sweetness. I found the finish a touch 
harsh, but otherwise it's a very nice bourbon. I'm 
planning to use it in a Valentine's-themed cocktail that 
will (hopefully) go up tomorrow. I will definitely tag the 
brand. Thanks again for the opportunity to try it!" 
– @garnish_girl

“It was fantastic. I love the branding as well. I would 
love to have a further conversation on how we can 
work together.” 
– @rootbitters
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results
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Results - these are the audience demographics for the influencers who posted on instagram 
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Results - CAMPAIGN STATS

*based static on screenshots, not dynamic metrics from accounts connected to an influencer management platform 
*EMV = ESTIMATED MEDIA VALUE - equivalent you need to spend in paid media to get that same reach



Influencer Program

WHY WAS THIS SUCCESSFUL?
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Heightened brand awareness

Solid Foundation for future partnerships 

Small investment compared to paid media visibility

VALUable Market feedback 

Increased social capital



Thank you


